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ABSTRACT
Current interest in advanced nuclear energy and Molten Salt Reactor (MSR)
concepts has enhanced demand in building the tools to analyze these systems.
This thesis introduces a Python script, SaltProc, which simulates MSR online
reprocessing by modeling the changing isotopic composition of an irradiated
fuel salt. SaltProc couples with the Monte Carlo code, SERPENT 2, for
neutron transport and depletion calculations. SaltProc capabilities include a
generic geometry capable of modeling multi-region and multi-flow systems,
time-dependent feeds and removals, and specific separation efficiency for each
element or isotope removal flow. Generally applicable capabilities are illumi-
nated in this thesis in three applied problems: (1) simulating the startup of a
thorium-fueled Molten Salt Breeder Reactor (MSBR) fuel cycle to find equi-
librium fuel composition (when multiplication factor of the full-core model
and the 233U concentration in the fuel salt are invariant in time); (2) de-
termining the effect of the fuel salt irradiation with online reprocessing on
MSBR operations; and (3) estimating MSBR fuel cycle performance by com-
puting the 232Th feed rate over 20 years of operation and comparing with
available data.
In the first application, full-core depletion in the MSBR demonstrated that
(1) equilibrium fuel composition could be achieved after 16 years and (2) the
multiplication factor stabilizes after 6 years of operation. In the second ap-
plication, fuel salt irradiation with simulated fission product removal and
fissile/fertile feed causes considerable neutron energy spectrum hardening;
this spectral shift has a problematic impact on safety parameters (e.g., tem-
perature reactivity feedback, reactivity control system worth). In the third
application, the average 232Th feed rate throughout 20 years of operation is
2.39 kg/day or 100 g/GWhe which is a good agreement with other recent
research. Problematic effects of neutron energy spectrum hardening during
MSBR operation should be taken into account for neutronics, multi-physics,
and fuel cycle performance analysis.
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1INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and motivation
Nowadays humankind has only few ways to generate reliable, nonintermittent
base load power: fossil fuel, hydroelectric, geothermal, and nuclear energy.
Because of increasing global warming and climate change concerns, sources
that have negligible CO2 footprints represent crucial measures for control
global temperature change. From an environmental viewpoint hydro and
nuclear power are preferable ways to generate reliable power. Nevertheless,
potential for hydro power is strictly limited by local geographical conditions
and significantly impacts the environment, affecting land use, homes, and
natural habitats in the dam area, hence, the only one option left is nuclear
power. Nuclear power plants generate 4.9% of global energy production [1],
a figure which is projected to stay constant up to 2040 while electricity de-
mand is predicted to increase by 30% [2]. Unfortunately, because of concerns
regarding safety, nuclear weapon prolifiration, radioactive waste treatment,
and competitiveness with other sources of energy (i.e. renewables), a neg-
ative public attitude to nuclear has formed in many developed countries,
which makes it challenging to advocate its zero emissions benefits.
Molten Salt Reactors (MSRs) are among the six advanced reactor concepts
that have been chosen by the Generation IV International Forum (GIF) for
further research and development. MSRs offer significant improvements “in
the four broad areas of sustainability, economics, safety and reliability, and
proliferation resistance and physical protection” [3]. To achieve the goals
formulated by the GIF, MSRs attempt to simplify the reactor core and
improve inherent safety by using liquid coolant which is also a fuel1. In
1Molten-salt-cooled reactors with solid fuel can also be referred to MSRs. However, in
this thesis, MSRs are assumed to be reactors with liquid fuel which simultaneously serves
as coolant.
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the thermal spectrum MSR, fluorides of fissile and/or fertile materials (i.e.
UF4, PuF3 and/or ThF4) are mixed with carrier salts to form a liquid fuel
which is circulated in a loop-type primary circuit [4]. This innovation leads
to immediate advantages over traditional, solid-fueled, reactors. These in-
clude near-atmospheric pressure in the primary loop, relatively high coolant
temperature, outstanding neutron economy, a high level of inherent safety,
reduced fuel preprocessing, and the ability to continuously remove fission
products and add fissile and/or fertile elements [5].
The thermal spectrum Molten Salt Breeder Reactor (MSBR) was designed
to realize the promise of the thorium fuel cycle, which uses natural thorium
instead of enriched uranium. Thorium breeds fissile 233U and avoids uranium
enrichment. The mixture of LiF-BeF2-ThF4-UF4 has a melting point of
499◦C, a low vapor pressure at operating temperatures, and good flow and
heat transfer properties [6].
The MSBR complex geometry is hard to describe in software input, and,
usually, researchers make significant geometric simplifications to model it [7].
Note that this thesis leverages extensive computational resources to avoid
these geometric approximations and accurately capture breeding behavior.
1.2 Objectives
This thesis introduces the online reprocessing simulation code, SaltProc,
which expands the capability of the continuous-energy Monte Carlo Burnup
calculation code, SERPENT 2 [8], for simulation liquid-fueled MSR oper-
ation [9]. The thesis also reports the application of the coupled SaltProc-
SERPENT 2 system to the MSBR, which represents the continuation of the
work presented in [10, 11]. The main objective of the thesis herein is to anal-
yse MSBR neutronics and fuel cycle to find the equilibrium core composition
and core depletion. The secondary objective is to compare predicted opera-
tional and safety parameters of the MSBR at both the initial and equilibrium
states. A tertiary goal is to demonstrate and prove that in a single-fluid
two-region MSBR conceptual design the undermoderated outer core zone II
works as a virtual “blanket”, reduces neutron leakage and improves breeding
ratio due to neutron energy spectral shift. Finally, 232Th feed rate will be
determined and MSBR fuel cycle performance will be analyzed.
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1.3 Methods
This thesis establishes the online reprocessing case for the thorium-fueled
MSBR through computational depletion analysis of a 20-year-long reactor
operational cycle. The current work implements a batch-wise approach where
material is fed into or removed from the core at specific time intervals to
model online reprocessing capabilities of MSBR. In this work, SERPENT 2
was executed multiple times with specific depletion time step (e.g., 3 days).
The depleted fuel composition after each depletion step must be managed by
external code to add and remove material. This approach was implemented
in the SaltProc package [9] which has been developed by the thesis author
for reprocessing simulation with the SERPENT 2 [8].
To calculate whole-core depletion in the MSBR, a full-core high-fidelity
model was developed using SERPENT 2. The SaltProc batch-wise method
was employed to find the equilibrium core composition and core depletion
of the MSBR. For this study equilibrium is defined as when the effective
muliplication factor and the 233U concentration in the fuel salt are both sig-
nificantly invariant in time (i.e., vary less than percent over several months).
The SaltProc package stores the number density of all isotopes in the fuel
salt in order to estimate 232Th feed rate during MSBR operation.
The obtained equilibrium fuel salt composition was then used to deter-
mine important operational and safety characteristics. Multiple steady-state
simulations were performed with the full-core MSBR SERPENT 2 model.
Neutron energy spectrum, power and breeding distribution, temperature co-
efficients of reactivity, control rod worths, six factors were then compared
for both the initial and equlibrium fuel compositions. Another feature of
the MSBR, delayed neutron precursor drift corresponding to its circulating
liquid fuel, is not treated here.
The structure of the thesis is as follows. In chapter 2, the history of MSRs
is recalled and their main features and associated consequences are listed.
Particular focus is given to the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
thorium-fueled thermal Molten Salt Reactor Experiment (MSRE), and the
specifications of the two-fluid and the single-fluid MSBRs. A review of the
state of the art in modeling and simulating liquid fuelled MSRs such as the
MSBR is presented in the end of chapter 2. Chapter 3 covers the SERPENT
2 Monte Carlo software and the MSBR model implemented for depletion
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calculations. Chapter 4 explains the online reprocessing simulation method-
ology and auxiliary code structure. In an attempt to avoid the pitfalls of
a black box understanding and to identify method limitations at an early
stage, governing equations and working principles are stated and discussed.
Equilibrium-seeking results as well as important operational and safety pa-
rameters for both the initial and equilibrium states are given in chapter 5.
Additionally, comparisons are made with available computational data from
other works, accompanied by brief analysis and discussions. The last chapter
summarizes the contribution of this thesis and a conclusion is offered together
with an outlook for future work on the topic.
4
2MOLTEN SALT REACTORS
2.1 History
MSR development started in the late 1940s as part of the United States’
program to design a nuclear powered airplane [12]. Particularly, liquid fuel
appeared to offer a number of advantages, so experiments to demonstrate
the feasibility of molten salt fuels were begun in 1947. “At the enthusiastic
urging of Bettis and on the recommendation of W.R. Grimes, R.C. Briant
adopted molten fluoride salts in 1950 as the main line effort of the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL)’s Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion program.” The
fluorides appeared exceptionally suitable because they have high solubility for
uranium, are among the most stable of chemical compounds, have low vapor
pressure even at temperature more than 1300◦C, have fairly good hydraulic
and thermal properties, do not react furiously with air or water, are not
damaged by high neutron fluxes, and are inert to some common structural
materials [13].
A small test reactor, the Aircraft Reactor Experiment (ARE), was built at
Oak Ridge site to probe the use of molten fluoride fuels for aircraft propulsion
reactors and to study the nuclear stability of the circulating fuel system.
The fuel salt for the ARE was a mixture of NaF, ZrF4, and UF4. BeO
served as moderator, and all the piping was a nickel-chromium alloy, Inconel.
The experiment was successful: in 1954 the ARE was operated for 9 days
at steady-state outlet temperatures up to 860◦C and at powers up to 2.5
MW(th). No mechanical or chemical problems were observed, and the reactor
was found to be stable and self-regulating [12].
The great potential of MSRs for civilian power application was recognized
from the beginning of Aircraft Nuclear Propulsion program, and in 1956 H.G.
MacPherson founded a group to study the technical characteristics, nuclear
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performance, and economics of molten salt converting and breeding reactors.
After few years of research with number of concepts, MacPherson and his
colleagues concluded that graphite-moderated thermal reactors operating on
a thorium fuel cycle would be the most economic choice for applying molten
salt systems to energy production [13]. Breeding 233U from 232Th was found
to give better performance in a thermal energy spectrum than breeding 239Pu
from 238U. Homogeneous reactor designs that have an entire core consisting of
liquid salt were rejected because moderation by the salt was limited compared
to moderation by graphite. Furthermore, intermediate spectrum reactors
did not appear to have high enough breeding ratios to compensate for their
higher fuel inventory [13]. Studies of fast spectrum molten salt reactors
have shown that good breeding ratios could be obtained, but extremely high
power densities would be required to avoid excessive fissile inventories [14].
Acceptable power densities appeared challenging to achieve without using
novel and untested heat transfer technologies [13].
Two types of graphite-moderated reactors were selected by MacPherson’s
group for further research: single-fluid reactors in which thorium and ura-
nium are dissolved in the same carrier salt, and a two-fluid design in which
a fertile salt (contains only 232Th) is separated from the fissile salt (con-
tains 233U and/or 239Pu). The two-fluid reactor could operate as a breeder
but construction materials for flows separation would significantly deterio-
rate neutron economy and, consequently, breeding efficiency. The single-fluid
design is much simplier, easier to build, and offers lower power costs. The
chemical reprocessing method, namely the fluoride volatility process [15],
which separates uranium from fluoride salts, had been already demonstrated
during ARE for recovering uranium from ARE fuel salt and might be used
for partial reprocessing of salts from another type of reactor.
The U.S. Atomic Energy Commission Task Force considered results of the
ORNL research and made a comparative evaluation of liquid-fueled reactors
early in 1959. One conclusion of the Task Force was that the even non-
breeding MSR designs, had “the highest probability of achieving technical
feasibility” [16].
In the 1960s, more complete conceptual MSR designs were developed.
ORNL concluded that both single-fluid and two-fluid concepts would lead
to reactors with low power generation cost, and that moving to the breeder
either directly or using the converter would create reactors with high fuel
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utilization [13]. Because many of the features of commercial power reactors
would differ from those for the ARE, and the ARE had been operated only a
short period of time, new reactor experiment with molten salt was necessary
to investigate some of the technology for civilian power reactors.
The development of the MSRE started in 1960. Creators selected a single-
fluid design because it is similar to a converter, but the fuel salt did not
contain thorium, and, consequently, was similar to the fissile salt composition
for a two-fluid breeder. The MSRE fuel salt is a mixture of uranium, 7Li,
beryllium, and zirconium fluorides. Bare graphite served as the moderator
because the salt cannot penetrate into its pores if the pore sizes are small.
Specially developed in the aircraft program, a nickel-based alloy INOR-8
for use with molten fluorides (also called Hastelloy-N) was employed as a
main constuction material for piping and system components. The maximum
reactor power was approximately 8MWth, and the heat was dissipated to the
atmosphere [4].
Construction of the MSRE began in 1962, and the reactor first became
critical in 1965. Figure 2.1 shows assembly of its graphite reactor core. Con-
tinuous operation at full power began in December 1966. Successful com-
pletion of a six-month test campaign in March of 1968 closed the first phase
of operation. The molten fluoride fuel salt was used in the reactor core for
many months at temperatures ≥649◦C without corrosive attack on the metal
and graphite parts of the system [13]. All reactor equipment worked reliably,
radioactive liquids and gases were retained safely. Xenon was removed con-
tinuously from the salt. Radioactive equipment was repaired or replaced in
acceptable time without overexposing maintenance personnel.
The second stage of the MSRE started in August 1968 when a small chem-
ical processing facility connected to the reactor was used to remove the orig-
inal uranium from the fuel salt using fluorine gas. 233U fuel was added to
the same carrier salt, and on October 2 the MSRE began operation using
233U. Six days later the power 100 kW was achieved by Glenn T. Seaborg,
Chairman of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, bringing to power the
first reactor in the world to operate using 233U [4].
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Figure 2.1: The MSRE core, shown while being assembled, contained 1.95
m3 of reactor graphite. The 1,140 fuel channels contain about 0.57m3 of
fuel salt.
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Once MSRE began operating, most research and development work on
MSRs was in support of the MSRE. Therefore, molten fluoride salt chem-
istry continued developing during this period. Vacuum distillation at high
temperatures (1000◦C) successfully separated lithium fluoride and beryllium
fluoride from rare earths [17]. This method provided an inexpensive, on-site
way for recovering valuable rare materials, and following this, the efforts for
future reactors changed focus to a two-fluid breeder. In this reactor, the fuel
salt should be fluorinated to recover the uranium and distilled to separate
carrier salt from fission products. The blanket salt must be processed by
fluorination alone because few fission happens in the blanket, consequently,
fission products do not accumulating there [13]. Graphite tubes in the core
prevented the fissile and fertile streams from mixing.
Two-fluid system analyses have shown that the breeding ratio could be
in the range of 1.07 to 1.08, which with low fissile inventory would lead
to relatively good fuel utilization. Consequently, the development effort for
future molten salt reactors by ORNL was aimed mainly at the features of
two-fluid breeders [18]. The main drawback of those reactors was identified
as short graphite pipes lifetime due to neutron flux damage. Figure 2.2
demostrates design of two-fluid MSBR single cell.
Later, in 1967, new experimental information obtained from MSRE and
an advance in core design shifted the ORNL molten salt program R&D focus
from the two-fluid to a single-fluid breeder. Part of the information influ-
encing this change concerned the behavior of graphite at higher radiation
exposures than had been achieved previously. To use reactor graphite type
which was tested during MSRE in MSBR, lower core power densities en-
abled acceptable graphite lifetime but, even still, these components required
frequent replacement. Furthermore, due to core assembly complexity, the en-
tire core and reactor vessel required replacement when any graphite element
reached its irradiation limit or developed a leak [13].
To achieve an acceptable breeding ratio in single-fluid reactor, 233Pa (τ1/2=
27.4d) must be separated from the fuel salt and held outside the core until it
decays to 233U. Laboratory experiments demonstrated a liquid-liquid extrac-
tion process for removing protactinium and uranium from molten fluoride
salts. The method is to exchange thorium and lithium dissolved in molten
bismuth for the components to be removed from the salt. Additional data
have confirmed that the uranium can be selectively separated from the salt,
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the protactinium can be trapped in the salt in a decay tank, and the uranium
can be returned back to the fuel salt by electrolysis for subsequent transfer
to the core. Analysis indicated that the extraction and electrolysis could be
carried out rapidly and continuously.
The fertile “blanket” in the single-fluid breeder is obtained by increasing
the volume fraction of fuel salt and reducing the volume fraction of graphite
in the outer part of the reactor. This advanced core design makes the outer
region undermoderated and increases neutron capture there by the 232Th.
Moreover, most neutrons are born in the inner region, at some distance from
the reactor boundary, and captures in the outer region reduce the neutron
leakage. Further studies indicated that fuel utilization in single-fluid, two-
region MSR can be as good as in two-fluid prototype, and even with the
limitation on graphite lifetime, the economics might be better [13]. Thus,
in 1968 ORNL the MSR Program was oriented toward the development of
single-fluid breeder reactor.
Despite the success of ARE and MSRE, the MSR program closed down
in the early 1970s in favor of the liquid metal fast-breeder reactor (LMFBR)
[19], after which molten salt reactor research stagnated in the United States.
As of 2018, the ARE and MSRE remain the only MSRs ever operated in the
world.
Recently, interest in MSRs has returned, with multiple new companies
pursuing commercialization of MSR designs (e.g. liquid-fueled molten salt
designs from Transatomic [20], Terrapower, Terrestrial [21], and Thorcon
[22]). China initiated a thorium molten salt reactor research project, and
demonstrations of the liquid fuel version (TMSR-LF) are targeted for 2024
[23]. European Union funds the Safety Assessment of the Molten Salt Fast
Reactor (SAMOFAR) project, in which several European research institutes
and universities are developing various molten salt reactor prototypes such
as the Molten Salt Fast Reactor (MSFR) [24], the Molten Salt Actinide
Recycler and Transmuter (MOSART) [25]. To further develop of these MSR
concepts, particularly with respect to their strategies for online reprocessing
and refueling, computational analysis methods capturing their unique reactor
physics and process chemistry are needed.
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Figure 2.2: A single graphite “fuel cell” for a two-fluid molten-salt breeder
reactor. Fuel salt flowed upward from the entrance plenum through eight
channels at 45-degree angles to one another, then downward through the
central channel to the exit plenum [26].
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2.2 Thorium fuel cycle overview
In the early days of nuclear energy industry, in the United States as a follow-
up of the Manhattan Project (1945-1960), leading U.S. national laboratories
studied thorium as a possible substitute for uranium and the possibilty of
using 233U in a nuclear weapon. In the Atoms for Peace Program, with its
great variety of developments (1955-1975), thorium appeared to be an inter-
esting resource for supplementing limited uranium availability in the context
of a fast-growing nuclear industry because thorium is at least 4-5 times more
abundant than uranium in Earth‘s crust and preparation of thorium fuel does
not require difficult and expensive enrichment processes. The International
Fuel Cycle Evaluation Conference (INFCE) of 1978 predicted thorium would
someday rival uranium in importance. It stated that in case of the opti-
mistic nuclear energy development scenario, thorium would be called upon
massively in the future. These predictions were too optimistic. However,
in the long term, the use of thorium along with uranium could improve the
potential of nuclear energy [27].
During this pioneering period, thorium fuel cycle research and develop-
ment for prototype demonstration reactors began, first in the United States
under cooperation between the United States Atomic Energy Commission
(USAEC) and U.S. industry, then in Europe. About 1500 kg of 233U have
been bred in the United States from 900 metric tons of thorium. Many reac-
tor prototypes as well as thorium extraction plants were built and operated
in many countries. The U.S. and France have milled about 2000 metric tons
of thorium, part of which is still available [27]. However, for most countries
uranium is abundant and research in thorium fuel cycles diminished from late
1970s to 2000s. A notable exception was India’s three-stage nuclear power
program [28]. In the twenty-first century, thorium’s potential for improving
waste characteristics is generating renewed interest in the thorium fuel cycle
[29].
Natural thorium is almost exclusively composed of 232Th. Figure 2.3 shows
the breeding schemes for Uranium-Plutonium and Thorium-Uranium fuel cy-
cles. In the Uranium-Plutonium cycle, production of fissile material (239Pu)
in a fast-spectrum reactor occurs by neutron irradiation of fertile material
(238U), while in the thorium fuel cycle 232Th absorbs a neutron in either a fast
or thermal reactor. Next, the 233Th emits an electron and an anti-neutrino
12
Figure 2.3: Isotopic build-up in 232Th and 238U breeding systems [30].
by β− decay to become 233Pa. The protactinium then emits another electron
and anti-neutrino by a second β− decay to become 233U, which in turn is
used as fuel. In most MSR designs, the 233Pa is extracted and protected
from neutrons (to prevent the core’s poisoning via the 233Pa transmutation
into 234Pa and then to 234U), until it has decayed to 233U. Figure 2.3 demon-
strates transmutations in the thorium and U-Pu fuel cycles. This is done in
order to improve the breeding ratio which is low compared to fast reactors.
Although the thermal neutron fission cross section (σf ) of the resulting
233U
is comparable to 235U and 239Pu, it has a much lower capture cross section (σc)
than other two fissile isotopes, providing fewer non-fissile neutron absorptions
and improving neutron economy. Figure 2.4 shows thermal utilization factor
(η) which in 233U is greater than other two over a wide range of energies,
including the thermal spectrum. Consequently, thorium fuels can be the
basis for a thermal breeder reactor [31], while a breeding reactor in the U-Pu
cycle requires a fast neutron spectrum, because, in the thermal spectrum,
one neutron absorbed by 239Pu in average produces less than two neutrons.
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Another advantage of the thorium fuel cycle is inherent proliferation resis-
tance due to contamination of fissile 233U with 232U. 232U cannot be chem-
ically separated from 233U and emits high-energy gamma radiation. These
high-energy γ-rays are a radiological hazard, thus, remote handling is neces-
sary for separated uranium and such materials could be passively detected.
Figure 2.4: Neutron yield per neutron absorbed [32].
Moreover, from the respective positions of uranium and thorium in the pe-
riodic table, the long-lived minor actinides resulting from fission are in much
lower quantity in the thorium cycle, especially compared with the uranium-
plutonium cycle. Because of this, thorium is a potentially attractive alterna-
tive to uranium in mixed oxide (MOX) fuels to minimize the generation of
long-lived transuranic elements and maximize the destruction of plutonium.
For the many reasons explained above, the thorium fuel cycle has so far
not been able to compete on par with uranium, which currently dominates
nuclear energy. The time has come to have another hard look at what was
perhaps too quickly set aside forty years ago and restart with new advanced
computational methods.
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2.3 Literature review
Most contemporary nuclear reactor physics software is unable to perform
depletion calculations in an online reprocessing regime. Furthermore, no
established tool for liquid-fueled MSR neutronics and fuel cycle evaluation
exist, though internally developed tools from universities and research insti-
tutions can approximate online refueling [33]. The foundation for these tools
was based on early MSR simulation methods at ORNL, which integrated
neutronic and fuel cycle codes (i.e., ROD [34]) into operational plant tools
(i.e., MRPP [35]) for MSR and reprocessing system design. More recent re-
search efforts in Europe and Asia mainly focus on fast spectrum reactor fuel
cycle analysis and couple external tools to neutron transport and depletion
codes take into account continuous feeds and removals in MSRs. Four of
these efforts are listed in table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Tools and methods for fast spectrum system fuel cycle analysis.
# Neutronic code
Depletion
code
Authors Spectrum
1
Monte Carlo
N-Particle
code (MCNP)
[36]
REM [37]
Doligez et al., 2014;
Heuer et al., 2014
[38, 39]
fast
2 ERANOS [40] ERANOS Fiorina et al., 2013 [41] fast
3 KENO-IV [42]
ORIGEN
[43]
Sheu et al., 2013 [44] fast
4
SERPENT 2
[8]
SERPENT
2
Aufiero et al., 2013 [45] fast
5 MCODE [46]
ORIGEN2
[47]
Ahmad et al., 2015 [48] thermal
6 MCNP6
CINDER90
[49]
Park et al., 2015; Jeong
et al., 2016 [7, 50]
thermal
7 SCALE [51]
SCALE/
ChemTri-
ton [52]
Powers et al., 2014; Bet-
zler et al., 2017 [52, 53,
54]
thermal
8 SERPENT 2
SERPENT
2
Rykhlevskii et al., 2017
[11]
thermal
9 MCNP REM Nuttin et al. [55] thermal
Most of these methods are also applicable to thermal spectrum reactors.
Additional tools developed specifically for thermal MSR applications are also
listed in table 2.1.
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Methods (1, 3, 4) provide some form of reactivity control, and methods (1,
4, 5, 6, 8, 9) use a set of all nuclides in depletion calculations.
Liquid-fueled MSR designs have online separations and/or feeds, where
material is moved to or from the core at all times (continuous) or at specific
time steps (batch). To account for batch discharge, a depletion tool must
remove some or all material at specified intervals. This requires the burn-up
simulation to stop at a given time and restart with a new liquid fuel com-
position (after removal of discarded materials and addition of fissile/fertile
materials). Accounting for a continuous removal or addition is more difficult
because it requires adding a term to the Bateman equations. In SCALE [51],
ORIGEN [43] solves a set of Bateman equations using spectrum-averaged
fluxes and cross sections generated from a deterministic transport calcula-
tion. Methods (1, 4, 8) model true continuous feeds and removals, while
other methods employ a batch-wise approach. ORNL researchers have de-
veloped ChemTriton, a Python-based script for SCALE/TRITON which uses
a semi-continuous batch process to simulate a continuous reprocessing. This
tool models salt treatment, separations, discharge, and refill using a unit-cell
MSR SCALE/TRITON model over small time steps to simulate continuous
reprocessing and deplete the fuel salt [52].
Thorium-fueled MSBR-like reactors similar to the one in this thesis are
described in (6, 7, 8, 9). Nevertheless, most of these efforts considered only
simplified unit-cell geometry because depletion computations for a many-year
fuel cycle are computationally expesive even for simple models.
Nuttin et al. broke up reactor core geometry into tree MCNP cells: one for
salt channels, one for two salt plena above and below the core and the last
cell for the annulus, consequently, two-region reactor core was approximated
by one region with averaged fuel/moderator ratio [55]. A similar approach
was used by Powers et al., Betzler et al., and Jeong et al. [52, 53, 56, 54,
57, 50] and clearly misrepresent the two-region breeder reactor concept. The
unit-cell or one-region models may produce reliable results for homogeneous
reactor cores (i.e. MSFR, MOSART) or for one-region single-fluid reactor
designs (i.e. MSRE). A two-region MSBR must be simulated using a whole-
core model to represent different neutron transport in the inner and outer
regions of the core, because most fissions happens in the inner region while
breeding occurs in the outer zone.
Aufiero et al. extended the Monte Carlo burnup code SERPENT 2 and
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employed it to study the material isotopic evolution of the MSFR. The devel-
oped extension directly takes into account the effects of online fuel reprocess-
ing on depletion calculations and features a reactivity control algorithm. The
extended version of SERPENT 2 was assessed against a dedicated version
of the deterministic ERANOS-based EQL3D procedure [40] and adopted to
analyze the MSFR fuel salt isotopic evolution. We employed this extended
SERPENT 2 for a simplified unit-cell geometry of thermal spectrum thorium-
fueled MSBR and obtained results which contradict existing MSBR depletion
simulations [50].
Chapter 3 and 4 of the current study are similar to the works described
in (6, 7, 9), but the focus of this work is on developing new external open-
source tool for online reprocessing simulation: SaltProc. The tool works with
the SERPENT 2 Monte Carlo software, and has a reactivity control module
which allows reactivity adjustment by changing feed material flow to avoid
control rod movement. Moreover, this work extends recent research efforts
by simulating online reprocessing with a high-fidelity, full-core 3-D model
without any approximations in the core geometry.
Another challenge presented by liquid-fueled systems is the fuel material
movement. Fuel flow is important because of delayed neutron emission. In a
reactor with solid fuel, the delayed neutron precursor fission products remain
very close to the location where fission happened, emitting delayed neutrons
at that location. Delayed neutrons have softer energy spectrum than prompt
neutrons and their effective delayed neutron fraction βeff enables reactor
control on human time scales [54]. This quantity has significant impact
on reactor safety because delayed neutron production occurs on a relatively
long time frame and enables control of the reactor. In case of liquid-fuled
reactors the precursors drifting, consequently, the fission and delayed neutron
emission locations are different. The reactor design determines the effect of
the precursor drift on the core physics. The flow parameters (e.g., flow
rate, pipe diameter, primary loop length) affect the effective delayed neutron
fraction βeff . Hence, to take into account tightly coupled MSR neutronics,
thermal-hydraulics, and precursor drift, a multi-physics code is required.
There are number of multi-physics tools which successfully describe steady-
state and transient behavior of various MSR concepts. Krepel et al. extended
the Light Water Reactor (LWR) diffusion code DYN3D to consider drift
of delayed neutron precursors alongside the reactor temperature profile, re-
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introducing the extended code as DYN3D-MSR [58]. That work compared
DYN3D-MSR against experimental MSRE data to simulate local fuel channel
blockage accidents as well as local temperature perturbations.
Similarly, Kophazi et al. used iterative coupling between the three-dimen-
sional and the one-dimensional heat conduction model DALTON neutronic
and neutronic model to analyze normal MSRE operation as well as channel-
blocking-incident transients [59]. The Kophazi model added entrance effects
of heat transfer coefficients as well as thermal coupling between fuel chan-
nels through moderator heat conduction. Later, Cammi et al. performed
a 2D-axisymmetric single-channel analysis of the MSBR using the commer-
cial finite element package COMSOL Multiphysics [60]. That work directly
solved the fuel salt velocity field, and used heterogeneous group constants in
fuel and moderator regions.
More recently, Aufiero et al. [61] approached transient simulations in the
MSFR with the finite volume OpenFOAM multiphysics toolkit [62]. This
approach benefits from pre-implemented turbulence models available in the
OpenFOAM library and captures the full-core three-dimensional geometry
of the reactor primary circuit. OpenFOAM Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) has additionally been shown by Laureau et al. [63] to couple well
with Transient Fission Matrix neutronics within the MSFR [64].
Concurrently, Lindsay et al. have introduced Moltres, a physics application
for multiphysics modeling of liquid-fueled MSRs [65]. It couples equations for
neutron diffusion, thermal-hydraulics, and delayed neutron precursor trans-
port. Moltres solves arbitrary-group neutron diffusion, temperature, and
precursor governing equations in one to three dimensions, and can be de-
ployed on an arbitrary number of processing units. 2D-axisymmetric many-
channel anlysis of the MSRE in Moltres was successfully compared against
experimental MSRE data in steady-state mode.
In general, these research efforts use initial fuel salt composition, thus,
considering the reactor core at the moment of startup. Nevertheless, fuel
salt composition evolves significantly during fuel materials irradiation which
leads to changes in the reactor neutronics. Chapter 5 of the present thesis
introduces the equilibrium fuel salt composition and compare major reactor
physics characteristics for both initial and equilibrium state. This results
are necessarily for multi-physics analysis of accident transient scenarios for
MSBR using Moltres code for both fresh and irradiated fuel salt.
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3STEADY-STATE FULL-CORE MSBR
BENCHMARK
3.1 SERPENT 2 code overview
SERPENT is a continuous-energy Monte Carlo neutronics software capable
of solving the neutron transport problem by tracking individual neutrons
within the problem geometry and using stochastic method to determine chain
of events for each neutron [8]. SERPENT has been under active development
at the VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland since 2004, where it was
initially conceived as a tool to simplify group constant generation in a high-
fidelity Monte Carlo environment. SERPENT is now widely used transport
code with a growing user base. Now SERPENT used by more than 500
registered individuals in 155 organizations located in 37 countries around
the world. The burnup calculation capability in SERPENT is based on
built-in calculation routines, without using any external solvers. A restart
feature allows performing fuel shuﬄing or applying any modifications in the
input by dividing the calculation into several parts, which is crucial for online
reprocessing simulations.
The latest version, SERPENT 2, supports advanced geometries and has
advanced burnup capabilities, including online refueling capabilities which
are necessary for neutronic computations of pebble-bed reactors and liquid-
fueled MSRs [45]. Unfortunately, built-in online refueling features are still
under active development and unavailable to ordinary users. Furthermore,
recently multi-physics simulations using SERPENT 2 were demonstrated,
i.e. coupled calculations with thermal-hydraulics, CFD and fuel performance
codes [66]. Two-way coupling to thermal-hydraulics, CFD, and fuel perfor-
mance codes operates on two levels: internal coupling to built-in solvers for
fuel behavior and thermal-hydraulics, and external coupling via a universal
multi-physics interface.
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SERPENT 2 can be effectively run in parallel on computer clusters and
multi-core workstations. Parallelization is handled by thread-based OpenMP,
which has the advantage that all processsors use shared memory space. Cal-
culations can be divided into several nodes by distributed-memory Message
Passing Interface (MPI) parallelization. SERPENT 2 is an improvement
upon SERPENT 1, and contains a complete redesign of memory management
using hybrid OpenMP [67] + MPI parallelization. This hybrid parallelization
is important in depletion calculations using computer clusters with multiple
nodes, and allows to achieve significant speed-up in depletion calculations on
computer clusters with more than 4’000 cores [68].
All calculations presented in this thesis were performed using SERPENT
2 version 2.1.30 on Blue Waters XE6 nodes. For cross section generation,
JEFF-3.1.2 nuclear data library was employed [69].
3.2 Molten Salt Breeder Reactor description
Figure 3.1 shows the MSBR vessel which has a diameter of 680 cm and
a height of 610 cm. It contains a molten fluoride fuel-salt mixture that
generates heat in the active core region and transports that heat to the
primary heat exchanger by way of the primary salt pump. In the active core
region, the salt flows through channels in moderating and reflecting graphite
blocks. Salt at about 565◦C enters the central manifold at the bottom via
four 40.64-cm-diameter nozzles and flows upward through channels in the
lower plenum graphite. The fuel salt exits at the top at about 704◦C through
four equally spaced nozzles which connect to the salt-suction pipes leading to
primary circulation pumps. The fuel salt drain lines connect to the bottom
of the reactor vessel inlet manifold.
Since reactor graphite experiences significant dimensional changes due to
neutron irradiation, the reactor core was designed for periodic replacement.
The reference MSBR design has an average core power density of approxi-
mately 6.666 W/g. Based on the irradiation experimental data from MSRE,
core graphite lifetime density is about 4 years and reflector graphite lifetime
is 30 years [6].
Moreover, it was decided to remove and install the core graphite as an
assembly rather than by individual blocks, because it is relatively easier
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Figure 3.1: Sectional elevation of MSBR vessel [6].
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for maintenance personnel and has lower probability of radioactive elements
escape due to used blocks damage during removal. In addition, handling
the core as an assembly also allows the replacement core to be carefully
preassembled and tested under factory conditions.
Figure 3.1 and 3.2 demonstrate the configuration of the MSBR vessel, core
configuration, “fission” (zone I) and “breeding” (zone II) regions inside the
vessel. The core has two radial zones bounded by a solid cylindrical graphite
reflector and the vessel wall. The central zone, zone I, in which 13% of
the volume is fuel salt and 87% graphite. Zone I composed of 1,320 graphite
cells, 2 graphite control rods, and 2 safety1 rods. The under-moderated zone,
zone II, with 37% fuel salt, and radial reflector, surrounds the zone I core
region and serves to diminish neutron leakage. Zones I and II are surrounded
radially and axially by fuel salt. This space for fuel is necessary for injection
and flow of molten salt.
1These rods needed for emergency shutdown only.
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Figure 3.2: Plan view of MSBR vessel [6].
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There are eight symmetric graphite slabs with a width of 15.24 cm in zone
II, one of which is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. The holes in the centers are for the
core lifting rods used during the core replacement operations. These holes
also allow a portion of the fuel salt to flow to the top of the vessel for cooling
the top head and axial reflector. Fig. 3.3 also demonstrates the 5.08-cm-wide
annular space between the removable core graphite in zone II-B and the
permanently mounted reflector graphite. This annulus constists entirely of
fuel salt, provides space for moving the core assembly, helps compensate the
elliptical dimensions of the reactor vessel, and serves to reduce the damaging
flux at the surface of the graphite reflector blocks.
Figure 3.3: Detailed plan view of graphite reflector and moderator elements
[6].
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3.2.1 Core zone I
The central region of the core, called zone I, is made up of graphite elements,
each 10.16cm×10.16cm×396.24cm. In zone I, 13% of the volume is fuel salt
and 87% is graphite. Zone I is composed of 1,320 graphite cells and 4 channels
for control rods: two for graphite rods which both regulate and shim during
normal operation, and two for backup safety rods consisting of boron carbide
clad to assure sufficient negative reactivity for emergency situations.
These graphite elements have a mostly rectangular shape with lengthwise
ridges at each corner that leave space for salt flow elements. Various element
sizes reduce the peak damage flux and power density in the center of the
core to prevent local graphite damage. Zone I is well-moderated to achieve
the desired fission power density. Figure 3.4 demonstrates the elevation and
sectional views of graphite elements of zone I [6] and their SERPENT model
[10].
3.2.2 Core zone II
Zone II which is undermoderated, surrounds zone I. Combined with the
bounding radial reflector, zone II serves to diminish neutron leakage. This
zone is formed of two kinds of elements: large-diameter fuel channels (zone
II-A) and radial graphite slats (zone II-B).
Zone II has 37% fuel salt by volume and each element has a fuel channel
diameter of 6.604cm. The graphite elements for zone II-A are prismatic and
have elliptical-shaped dowels running axially between the prisms and needed
to isolate the fuel salt flow in zone I from that in zone II. Fig. 3.5 shows shape
and dimensions of these graphite elements and their SERPENT model. Zone
II-B elements are rectangular slats spaced far enough apart to provide the
0.37 fuel salt volume fraction. The reactor zone II-B graphite 5.08cm-thick
slats vary in the radial dimension (average width is 26.67cm) as shown in
figure 3.3. Zone II serves as a blanket to achieve the best performance: a
high breeding ratio and a low fissile inventory. The neutron energy spectrum
in zone II is made harder to enhance the rate of thorium resonance capture
relative to the fission rate, thus limiting the neutron flux in the outer core
zone and reducing the neutron leakage [6].
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Figure 3.4: Graphite moderator elements for zone I [6, 10].
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Figure 3.5: Graphite moderator elements for zone II-A [6, 10].
3.3 Existing full-core MSBR models
There are few recent studies presenting full-core MSBR models for neutronics
analysis. Park et al. developed an MCNP6 model for burnup computations
and safety parameter analysis [7]. This model has significant geometry sim-
plifications in zone II-B graphite elements, and entirely neglects lengthwise
ridges at each cell corner. Figure 3.6 shows the simplifications in the model
geometry. More recently, Skirpan et al. built a model of the core using Shift
[70] to compare the fidelity of one-cell, two-cell and full-core models of the
MSBR [71]. In this model, complex cell geometry in zone I and zone II-A were
approximated to slightly rotated square cylinders (figure 3.7). Moreover, as
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can be seen from figure 3.8, zone II-B was described by Skirpan [71] using
horizontal, vertical and 45◦-degree graphite elements. These approximations
distort neutron flux and reacton rates in that region, and, consequently, may
misrepresent breeding parameters of the reactor.
Therefore, full-core Monte Carlo model with sufficient fidelity is necessary
for online reprocessing and refueling simulation. Moreover, a high-fidelity
model is essential for problem-oriented homogenized nuclear data (multi-
group cross sections and diffusion constants) generation for deterministic
reactor codes, and for coupled simulations.
Figure 3.6: Graphite moderator elements for zone II and reflector from
Park MSBR model (MCNP6) [7].
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Figure 3.7: Geometry of an MSBR fuel channel (left) approximated with a
simple geometric model (center) to calculate appropriate volumes to reduce
to a two-region model (right) from Skirpan model (Shift). Red is fuel salt,
blue is graphite [71].
Figure 3.8: Plan view of the MSBR full-core transport model at core
horizontal midplane from Skirpan model (Shift). Pink is fuel salt, blue is
graphite [71].
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3.4 SERPENT 2 model
Advanced geometry surfaces in SERPENT are employed to represent com-
plex irregular MSBR core. Fig. 3.9 shows the plan view of the whole-core
configuration at the expected reactor operational level when both graphite
control rods are fully inserted, and the safety rods are fully withdrawn. The
safety rods only get inserted during an accident and were not inserted in
this model. Another feature of the MSBR, delayed neutron precursor drift
corresponding to its circulating liquid fuel, is not treated here.
Fig. 3.10 shows the longitudinal section of the reactor. The violet color
represents graphite, and the yellow represents fuel salt. The blue color shows
Hastelloy-N, a material used for the plenum and vessel wall, and the white
color is a void space. The model contains over 2000 geometric surfaces and
2066 calculation zones. In this thesis, all figures of the core were generated
using the built-in SERPENT plotter.
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Figure 3.9: Plan view of SERPENT 2 MSBR model developed in this work.
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Figure 3.10: Elevation view of SERPENT 2 MSBR model developed in this
work.
In the model, zone I, zone II-A graphite blocks were described using circu-
lar cylinder and square cylinder surface types. The lengthwise ridges at each
corner mentioned earlier were specified using dodecagonal cylindrical surfaces
and general planes (figure 3.4, 3.5). Zone I of the core was described using
square lattices inscribed in the octagonal cylindrical surfaces to accurately
represent geometry of that region.
The main challenge was to accurately represent zone II-B because it has
irregular elements with sophisticated shapes. From the ORNL report [6], the
suggested design of zone II-B has 8 irregularly-shaped graphite elements every
45◦ as well as salt channels (figure 3.3). These graphite elements were sim-
plified into right-circular cylindrical shapes with central channels. Fig. 3.11
illustrates this core region in the SERPENT model. The volume of fuel salt
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in zone II was kept exactly 37%, so that this simplification did not consider-
ably change the core neutronics. This is the only simplification made to the
MSBR geometry in this work.
Figure 3.11: Detailed view of MSBR zone II model.
3.4.1 Material composition and normalization parameters
The fuel salt, the reactor graphite, and the modified Hastelloy-N2 are mate-
rials unique of the MSBR and were created at ORNL. The initial fuel salt
used the same density (3.35 g/cm3) and composition LiF-BeF2-ThF4-
233UF4
(71.8-16-12-0.2 mole %) as the MSBR design[6]. The lithium in the molten
salt fuel is fully enriched in 7Li because 6Li is a very strong neutron poison
and becomes tritium upon neutron capture.
For cross section generation, JEFF-3.1.2 neutron library was employed
[69]. The specific temperature was fixed for each material to correctly model
the Doppler-broadening of resonance peaks when SERPENT generates the
problem-dependent nuclear data library. The isotopic composition of each
material at the initial state was described in detail in the MSBR conceptual
2Hastelloy-N is very common in reactors now but have been studied and developed at
ORNL in a program that started in 1950s.
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design study [6] and has been applied to SERPENT model without any
modification. Table 3.1 is a summary of the major MSBR parameters used
by this model [6].
Table 3.1: Summary of principal data for MSBR [6].
Thermal capacity of reactor 2250 MW(t)
Net electrical output 1000 MW(e)
Net thermal efficiency 44.4%
Salt volume fraction in central core zone 0.13
Salt volume fraction in outer core zone 0.37
Fuel salt inventory (Zone I) 8.2 m
3
Fuel salt inventory (Zone II) 10.8 m
3
Fuel salt inventory (annulus) 3.8 m
3
Total fuel salt inventory 48.7 m
3
Fissile mass in fuel salt 1303.7 kg
Fuel salt components LiF-BeF2-ThF4-
233UF4
Fuel salt composition 71.85-16-12-0.25 mole%
Fuel salt density 3.35 g/cm
3
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4ONLINE REPROCESSING SIMULATION
4.1 Fuel salt processing systems
Removing specific chemical elements from a molten salt is a complicated task
that requires intelligent design (e.g., chemical separations equipment design,
fuel salt flows to equipment) and has a considerable economic cost. This
section contains MSBR chemical processing plant and gas separation system
brief overview.
4.1.1 Fuel salt chemical processing facility
All liquid-fueled MSR designs involve varying levels of online fuel processing.
Minimally, volatile gaseous fission products (e.g. Kr, Xe) escape from the
fuel salt during routine reactor operation and must be captured. Additional
systems might be used to enhance removal of those elements. Most designs
also call for the removal of rare earth metals from the core since these metals
act as neutron poisons. Some designs suggest a more complex list of elements
to process (figure 4.1), including the temporary removal of protactinium from
the salt or other regulation of the actinide inventory in the fuel salt [48].
In the single-fluid MSBR considered in this work, thorium, uranium, pro-
tactinium, and fission products are all mixed together in a single fluoride
salt (FLiBe). Separation of thorium from lanthanide (atomic numbers 57
through 71) fission products is rather challenging because of their chemical
similarities.
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Figure 4.1: Processing options for MSR fuels [48].
The principal scheme of MSBR reprocessing facility concept is shown in
Figure 4.2. The fuel salt is first temporarily stored for cooling and decay
of the shortest lived fission products, then directed to the primary fluorina-
tor, where most of the uranium is removed by fluorination to UF6. After
that, the salt is routed to an extraction column where mixture containing
metallic bismuth, lithium and thorium as reductants are contacted with the
salt. The remaining uranium and protactinium are reductively extracted to
the bismuth, leaving a salt that only contains fission products dissolved in
carrier salt (base composition of LiF-BeF2-ThF4).The salt then goes through
a reduction column where UF6 is reduced to UF4 in the salt, refueling it and
preparing it for return to the reactor. Refill BeF2 and ThF4 are also added
and all residual bismuth is removed from the salt. After a final cleanup step
and valence adjustment, the purified salt returns to the reactor [72, 73].
The bismuth accommodating some uranium and protactinium is routed
to a hydrofluorination column where the metallic solutes in the bismuth
are oxidized into their fluoride forms in the presence of a decay salt. The
decay salt, containing UF4, PaF4, and ThF4 passes into a decay tank where
233Pa is decaysto 233U. The uranium generated by protactinium decay is
removed through fluorination to UF6 and directed to the reduction column
to refuel the purified fuel salt. A hydrofluorinator and a fluorinator can
remove approximately 95% of the uranium from the stream.
The fully processed salt, on its way back to the reactor, has uranium added
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from the protactinium decay tank at the rate required to maintain or adjust
the uranium concentration in the reactor (and, consequently, control the
reactivity). This is performed by sparging the salt with UF6 and hydrogen
to produce UF4 in the salt and HF gas [6].
Figure 4.2: Detailed block diagram of chemical processing scheme for
single-fluid MSBR [6, 73].
4.1.2 Gas separation system
Volatile gaseous fission products (e.g. Kr, Xe) must be removed from the fuel
salt to avoid reactor poisoning especially during starup and power maneuver-
ing. This is particularly true for 135Xe, with its very large absorption cross
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section. Tritium, xenon, and krypton are sparged from the fuel salt by he-
lium introduced in a bypass stream by a bubble generator and subsequently
removed by a gas separator. Indeed, noble gases, because of their exceptional
insolubility in the salt, will migrate promptly to any gaseous interface avail-
able. Because they form ideal-dilute mixture in salt (obey Henry’s law), they
will migrate in accordance with the conventional laws of mass transfer. If
tiny helium bubbles are circulated with the fuel salt, they will absorb xenon
and krypton fission products. The fission-product-rich bubbles of helium
may then be separated from the salt and discharged to the off-gas system.
Xenon migration to the circulating bubbles is in competition with xenon
migration to the porous moderator graphite. The graphite is especially of
concern because it absorbs xenon and holds it in the core which leads to
parasitic neutron absorption. The 0.5% target value for 135Xe poison frac-
tion can be achieved when circulating helium bubbles 0.508mm in diameter
[6]. This is accomplished by bypassing 10% of the fuel salt from the pump
discharge through a bubble separator to remove the xenon bubbles and then
back into the pump suction, as shown in Figure 4.3. The average residence
time of a bubble in the fuel loop would be 10 full cycles.
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Figure 4.3: Flow diagram for MSBR plant. Green line indicates gas
separation and off-gas system [6].
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4.2 Online reprocessing method
Modeling liquid-fueled systems with existing neutron transport and deple-
tion tools is challenging because most of these tools are designed for the
solid-fueled reactors simulation. The fuel material flows and potential online
separations or feeds of specific elements or nuclides are the main challenges
of liquid-fueled systems. SaltProc accounts for online feeds and separations
using SERPENT 2 neutron transport and burnup capabilities.
4.2.1 Online separations and feeds
The ability to perform online fuel salt reprocessing improves the potential
neutronic performance of liquied-fueled reactors. Firstly, it is unnecessary for
liquid-fueled reactors to operate with excess reactivity because fissile material
is continuously being added into the core. Secondly, continuously removing
fission products including strong absorbers (poisons) should significantly im-
prove fuel utilization and decrease parasitic neutron absorption. Finally, neu-
tronic parameters could be adjusted “on-the-fly” without operational cycle
interruption. Nevertheless, removal of each element from the liquid fuel salt
presents a unique challenge in terms of storage and disposal of the separated
materials.
To take into account online reprocessing, two potential approaches can be
implemented. One is a batch-wise approach where material is moved into
or from the core at specific time intervals (batch). This approach assumes
that material accumulation in the core during the time between separations
or feeds does not affect reactor physics. This method requires the simu-
lation to stop, modify the fuel composition, and restart. This approach
was implemented in a ChemTriton script [52] which has been developed by
T.J.Harrision, ORNL, and actively using for online reprocessing simulation
with SCALE/TRITON [51] and Shift [70].
Another approach approximates more continuous reprocessing where ma-
terial is separated from (or added into) the core at all times to simulate
true continuous online reprocessing. This method is more difficult because
it requires adding a term to the Bateman equations. In SCALE/TRITON,
ORIGEN [43] solves a set of Bateman equations using one-group averaged
fluxes and cross-sections obtained from a transport calculation. Bateman
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equations that describe the rate of change of the isotopes due to neutron
induced reactions and decay processes could be written in this form [45]:
dNi
dt
= Φ¯
∑
j
Njσj→i − Φ¯
∑
j
Niσi→j +
∑
j
Njλjbj→i −Niλi (4.1)
where
Ni = number density of isotope i (4.2)
Nj = number density of isotope j (4.3)
Φ¯ = average in the space and energy neutron flux (4.4)
σj→i = microscopic one-group transmutation cross section (4.5)
λi = decay constant of nuclide i (4.6)
λj = decay constant of nuclide j (4.7)
bj→i = branching fractions of radioactive decay from nuclide j (4.8)
The four terms on the right-hand side of the equation represent (1) the
production rate of nuclide i from irradiation, (2) the loss rate of nuclide i
due to irradiation, (3) the decay rate of nuclide j into nuclide i, and (4) the
loss rate of nuclide i due to decay. Mentioned earlier deterministic codes
SCALE/TRITON and Monte Carlo codes MCNP, Shift, KENO-VI do not
support non-zero removal or feeds rates for depletion simulations.
Online fuel reprocessing can be explicitly introduced in the system of equa-
tions by adding effective decay and transmutation terms for the various nu-
clides. During fuel composition evolution calculations, the total mass fraction
of thorium fluoride is kept constant at 12%. For this purpose, 233Th isotope
is replaced with the fresh 232Th feed material. This could be achieved with
an additional gain term on the right-hand side of the Bateman equation:
Φ¯
∑
k=232Th
Nkσk,c
where σk,c is the one-group capture cross section of thorium-232.
The removal of fission products and protactinium is achieved by adding
an explicit decay term to the Bateman equations. For the generic fission
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product, l, loss term can be added:
−Nlλl,reproc
where λl,reproc is the effective removal time constant of the particular chemical
species. This approach was recently implemented as a purpose-made exten-
sion within the continuous-energy Monte Carlo reactor physics and burn-up
code SERPENT [45] but it is not currently available for external users.
I have developed the SaltProc Python package [9], implementing batch-
wise approach coupled with the SERPENT 2 burnup routine. A high-fidelity
full-core MSBR model serves as a basis for the online reprocessing simulation
described in this thesis.
4.2.2 Fuel material flows
The 232Th in the fuel absorbs thermal neutrons and produces 233Pa which
then decays into the fissile 233U. Furthermore, the MSBR design requires on-
line reprocessing to remove all poisons (e.g. 135Xe), noble metals, and gases
(e.g. 75Se, 85Kr) every 20 seconds. Protactinium presents a challenge, since it
has a large absorption cross section in the thermal energy spectrum. Accord-
ingly, 233Pa is continuously removed from the fuel salt into a protactinium
decay tank to allow 233Pa to decay to 233U without poisoning the reactor. The
reactor reprocessing system is designed to separate 233Pa from the molten-
salt fuel over 3 days, hold it while 233Pa decays into 233U, and return it back
to the primary loop. This feature allows the reactor to avoid neutron losses
to protactinium, keeps fission products to a very low level, and increases the
efficiency of 233U breeding. Table 4.1 summarizes full list of nuclides and the
cycle times used for modeling salt treatment and separations [6].
Since removal rates vary among nuclides in this reactor concept, the built-
in SERPENT 2 reprocessing subroutine is unable to capture the desired
reprocessing strategy. The removal rates also dictate the necessary resolution
of depletion calculations. If the depletion time intervals are very short, an
enormous number of depletion steps are required to obtain the equilibrium
composition. On the other hand, if the depletion calculation time interval
is too long, the impact of short-lived fission products is not captured. To
compromise, the time interval for depletion calculations in this model was
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Table 4.1: The effective cycle times for protactinium and fission products
removal (reproduced from [6]).
Processing group Nuclides
Cycle time
(at full
power)
Rare earths Y, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Pm, Sm, Gd 50 days
Eu 500 days
Noble metals
Se, Nb, Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag,
Sb, Te
20 sec
Seminoble metals Zr, Cd, In, Sn 200 days
Gases Kr, Xe 20 sec
Volatile fluorides Br, I 60 days
Discard Rb, Sr, Cs, Ba 3435 days
Salt discard Th, Li, Be, F 3435 days
Protactinium 233Pa 3 days
Higher nuclides 237Np, 242Pu 16 years
selected as 3 days to correlate with the removal interval of 233Pa and 232Th
was continuously added to maintain the initial mass fraction of 232Th.
4.2.3 Simplifying assumptions
The main goal of the present study is to identify the effects adjusting the fuel
salt composition, and find equilibrium performance of a thorium MSBR fuel
cycle. To highlight these effects and simplify the analysis, several assump-
tions have been made.
First of all, thorium loading during operation was held constant and equal
to initial thorium loading (i.e. mTh(t) = mTh(0)) with a variable feed rate (in
kg/day) of fresh thorium. Because thorium is a fertile material with relatively
high absorption cross section, this has important impacts on reactor physics,
including negatively impacting reactivity and skewing the fuel-to-moderator
ratio which makes neutron energy spectrum harder. While a reduction in
the thorium loading reduces the amount of initial fissile material required to
achieve criticality, the breeding rate of 233U should be sufficient to maintain
the core critical during operation.
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The solubility of heavy metals is a known problem for MSRs but it is fun-
damentally dependent on the type of carrier salt. For this work, solubility
limits for uranium were neglected because the molar fraction of UF4 was neg-
ligible for the accuracy desired in this work. In addition, this work assumed
that addition or removal of soluble material (e.g. UF4) has a small influence
on the fuel salt volume, this volume change is not treated here.
Figure 2.3 from Chapter 2 demonstrates that transformation from 232Th
to 233U is slow process because 233Pa β-decay has half-life 27.4 days. Thus,
approximately 90 days needed to decay 90% of 233Pa to 233U. Figure 4.4
shows how protactinium is separated from the fuel salt reprocessing flow.
Therefore, if protactinium decay tank is empty at the moment of reactor
startup, then the expected fissile material stream would appear only after
a few months of reactor operation at full power. To avoid time-dependent
feed rate for 233UF4 it is assumed that the protactinium decay tank initially
contain some amount of 233UF4, and the rate of fissile material flow from the
tank to the core is set equal to the 233Pa removal rate. Moreover, simulated
cycle time at full power was set to 20 years (≈ 7300 days). Finally, 100%
reprocessing separation efficiency was assumed.
Figure 4.4: Protactinium isolation with uranium removal by fluorination [6].
The thermal fission of a 233U in fluoride salts oxidizes the salt. This hap-
pens because the uranium nucleus balances the charge of four fluorine ions
in the salt (e.g. 233UF4), but fission products tend to not bind to all the
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four fluorines released after the uranium fissions. Figure 4.5 demonstates
an example of an oxidative fission reaction. This excess of fluorine must be
compensated, otherwise chemical reactions harmful to reactor components
would occur [74]. In this study, fission-driven salt oxidation is ignored.
Figure 4.5: Process of production an excess of fluorine due to fission of a
233U in fluoride salts [74].
Finally, for this study, equilibrium is defined as when keff and the
233U
concentration in the fuel salt vary less than one percent over several months.
4.3 Python code description
The objectives for the SaltProc tool were to expand SERPENT 2 burn-up
capabilities for modeling liquid-fueled MSR and provide an open-source tool
for the simulation of reactors where material is removed or added at any
time during fuel irradiation. The Python 2.7 packages uses HDF5 [75] to
store data and the Nuclear Engineering Toolkit - PyNE [76] for SERPENT
output file parsing. As was discussed earlier, SaltProc maintains the iterative
semi-continuous approach to simulate continuous feeds and removals.
The tool structure and capabilities are similar to ChemTriton tool for
SCALE developed in ORNL [52]. SaltProc is coupled with Monte Carlo
SERPENT 2 software which allows to simulate online reprocessing for irreg-
ular full-core geometry with high level of fidelity. The primary function of
SaltProc is to manage material mixtures while SERPENT 2 performs most of
the computationally heavy work, namely neutron transport and burnup cal-
culations. Each material stream represents a fluid in the core design and has
specific parameters (e.g. isotopic composition, reprocessing interval, mass
rate, removal efficacy, etc). In addition, SaltProc provides a set of functions
for each stream: read and write isotopic data in/from database, separate out
specific isotopes from stream with defined efficiency, feed in specific isotopes
to stream, and maintain constant number density of specific nuclide in the
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core. These attributes and functions are crucial to simulate the operation of
a complex, multi-zone, multi-fluid MSR and are universal enough for myriad
reactor systems.
Figure 4.6 demonstrates the online reprocessing simulation algorithm cou-
pling SaltProc and SERPENT 2. To perform depletion step, SaltProc reads
an external SERPENT 2 template file which must be defined by the user.
This file contains input cards with data such as geometry, moderator and
construction materials isotopic composition, neutron population, criticality
cycles, total heating power, and boundary conditions. After the depletion
calculation completes, SaltProc reads the burned fuel composition file into
memory and stores it in an HDF5 database. SaltProc only knows the num-
ber density and isotopic composition of a given fuel stream which provides
the tool with the flexibility to model any geometry: an infinite medium, a
unit cell, a multi-zone simplified assembly, or a full-core. In some applica-
tions the simple single-cell is sufficient to get accurate results for depletion
calculations. However, some applications require more geometric fidelity and
therefore rely on this flexibility in SaltProc.
SaltProc can manage as many fuel streams as desired. It also may work
with multiple depletion materials. At the end of a each depletion step, Salt-
Proc reads the depleted compositions and tracks each material stream in-
dividually. Following this, it applies chemical reprocessing functions to fuel
stream vectors. These vectors then form a matrix which SaltProc stores in
an HDF5 database and prints into the SERPENT 2 composition file for the
next depletion calculation.
Liquid-fueled MSBR design in this thesis focuses on the state of the core
at an equilibrium condition, after fission products have built up in the fuel
salt during years if operation. Isotopic composition of the fuel salt contin-
ues change slightly even after decades of operation, but the dominant nu-
clides that have significant impact to the neutronic behavior tend to reach
an equilibrium concentration (e.g., vary less than 1% over several years). In
contrast, from the startup of an MSBR until the equilibrium condition, the
fuel salt composition undergoes significant changes (e.g., changes in fission
products, minor actinides, and fissile materials number density). During this
period, the material feeds and removals should be optimized for the fastest
MSBR transition to an equilibrium state. A faster transition simplifies the
reactor operation because, at equilibrium, the fissile and fertile feed rates,
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fission product removal rates, and corresponding core safety parameters are
constant in time.
Nuclide list User input
Initial fuel composition
Removal and refill parameters
Build SERPENT inputSERPENT template input file
SERPENT composition file
Perform setup
calculations
Run SERPENT
Read depleted nuclides
Perform nuclide
separations and feeds
Generate new
composition file
SaltProc
HDF5
database
Analyzed
output and 
plots 
Figure 4.6: Flow chart for the Saltproc python-based tools.
In addition, SaltProc is able to define time-dependent material feed and
removal rates to investigate the their impacts. These rates need not be
constant in SaltProc. They can be defined as piecewise functions or set to
respond conditions in the core. For instance, SaltProc might increase the
fissile material feeding rate if the effective multiplication factor, keff , falls
below a specific limit (e.g., 1.002). These capabilities allow SaltProc to ana-
lyze fuel cycle of a generic liquid-fueled MSR. In summary, the development
approach of SaltProc focused on producing a generic and flexible tool to give
the SERPENT 2 Monte Carlo code the ability to conduct advanced fuel cycle
analysis as well as simulate a myriad of online refueled systems.
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5RESULTS
This chapter presents calculation results based on the methodology described
in Chapters 3 and 4. The effective multiplication factor, number density of
major isotopes, and 232Th refill rate are calculated using a full-core SER-
PENT 2 model with 3-day depletion steps over a 20-year operation. More-
over, neutron flux, neutron energy spectrum, temperature reactivity coeffi-
cients, control rod worth, power density, and 233U breeding density distri-
bution are presented for both initial and equilibrium fuel salt composition.
The neutron flux and energy spectrum are calculated for the full-core model,
normalized by neutron lethargy and reported for each zone. The tempera-
ture coefficients of reactivity for both the fuel salt and graphite components
are estimated at the initial state by comparing effective multiplication fac-
tors at temperatures uniformly distributed from 900K and 1000K. The rod
worth is calculated at several different insertion levels of control and safety
rods. Finally, six factor analysis was performed to show evolution of these
parameters during reactor operation.
The neutron population per cycle and the number of active/inactive cycles
were chosen to obtain balance between reasonable uncertainty for a transport
problem (≤ 40 pcm for effective multiplication factor) and computational
time. The MSBR depletion and safety parameter computations were per-
formed on 64 Blue Waters XK7 nodes (two AMD 6276 Interlagos CPU per
node, 16 floating-point Bulldozer core units per node or 32 “integer” cores
per node, nominal clock speed is 2.45 GHz). The total computational time
for achieving equilibrium composition was approximately 9,000 node hours
(144,000 core hours.)
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5.1 Effective multiplication factor
Figure 5.1 demonstrates the effective multiplication factors obtained using
SaltProc and SERPENT 2. The effective multiplication factors are calculated
after removing fission products listed in Table 4.1 and adding the fertile
material at the end of “cycle time”1 which was fixed at 3 days for this work.
The effective multiplication factor fluctuates significantly as a result of the
batch-wise nature of this online reprocessing strategy.
Figure 5.1: Effective multiplication factor dynamics for full-core MSBR
model for a 20-year reactor operation. The confidence interval ±σ is
shaded.
First, SERPENT calculates the effective multiplication factor for the be-
ginning of cycle time (fresh fuel composition for the first step). Next, it
computes the new fuel salt composition for the end of a 3-day depletion step.
The corresponding effective multiplication factor is much smaller than the
previous one. Finally, SERPENT calculates keff for the depleted composi-
tion after applying feeds and removals, and this increases accordingly since
1The MSBR program defined a “cycle time” as the amount of time required to remove
100% of a target nuclide from a fuel salt.
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major reactor poisons (e.g. Xe, Kr) are removed, while fresh fissile material
(233U) from the protactinium decay tank is added.
Additionaly, the presence of rubidium, strontium, cesium, and barium in
the core are disadvantageous to reactor physics. In fact, removal of these el-
ements every 3435 days causes the multiplication factor to jump by approxi-
mately 450 pcm, and limits using the batch approach for online reprocessing
simulation. Overall, the effective multiplication factor gradually decreases
from 1.075 to keff ≈ 1.02 at equilibrium after approximately 6 years of irra-
diation.
The analysis of the fuel salt composition evolution provides more compre-
hensive information about the equilibrium state. Figure 5.2 shows major
nuclides which have a strong influence on the reactor core physics normal-
ized separately for each isotope by average atomic density, at the beginning
of each depletion time step. Concentration of 233U, 232Th, 233Pa, and 232Pa
in fuel salt change insignificantly after approximately 2500 days of operation.
Particularly, 233U number density fluctuates less than 0.8% in the time in-
terval from 16 to 20 years of operation, hence,a quasi-equlibrium state was
achieved after 16 years of reactor operation.
In contrast, a wide variety of nuclides, including fissile isotopes (e.g. 235U)
and non-fissile strong absorbers (e.g. 234U), keep accumulating in the core.
Figures 5.3, 5.4 demonstrate production of short-life and long-life fissile iso-
topes in the core, respectively. In the end of considered operational time
the core contains significant 235U (≈ 9 × 10−6 atom/b-cm), 238Pu (≈ 10−6
atom/b-cm), 237Np (≈ 10−6 atom/b-cm), 232U (≈10−7 atom/b-cm), 239Pu
(≈ 10−7 atom/b-cm), and 241Pu (≈ 5 × 10−8 atom/b-cm). Meanwhile, the
equilibrium number density of the target fissile isotope 233U was approxi-
mately 7.97×10−5 atom/b-cm. Thus, production of new fissile materials in
the core as well as 233U breeding make it possible to compensate for negative
effects of strong absorber accumulation and keep the reactor critical.
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Figure 5.2: Normalized number density of major nuclides during the reactor
operation.
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Figure 5.3: Absolute number density of short-lived fissile nuclides
(τ1/2 < 900y) during the reactor operation.
Figure 5.4: Absolute number density of long-lived fissile nuclides
(τ1/2 > 900y) during the reactor operation.
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5.2 Neutron spectrum
Figure 5.5 shows the normalized neutron flux spectrum for the full-core
MSBR model in the energy range from 10−8 to 10 MeV. The neutron en-
ergy spectrum at equilibrium is harder than at startup due to 238Pu, 239Pu,
240Pu, 241Pu, and 242Pu accumulation in the core during reactor operation.
Figure 5.5: Neutron flux energy spectrum normalized by unit lethargy for
initial and equilibrium fuel salt composition.
Figure 5.6, 5.7 shows that zone I produced much more thermal neutrons
than zone II, indicating that the majority of fissions occured in the central
part of the core. In the undermoderated zone II, the neutron energy spectrum
is harder which leads to more capture of neutrons by 232Th and helps a achieve
relatively high breeding ratio. Moreover, the (n,γ) resonance energy range
in 232Th is from 10−4 to 10−2 MeV. Therefore, the moderator-to-fuel ratio
for zone II was chosen to shift the neutron energy spectrum in this range.
Furthermore, in the central core region (zone I), the neutron energy spectrum
shifts to a harder spectrum over 20 years of reactor operation. In contrast,
in the outer core region (zone II) a similar spectral shift takes place at a
reduced scale. This resuls is in a good agreement with original ORNL report
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[6] and most recent whole-core steady-state study [7].
It is important to obtain the epithermal and thermal spectra to produce
233U from 232Th because the radiative capture cross section of thorium de-
creases monotonically from 10−10 MeV to 10−5 MeV. Hardening the spec-
trum tends to significantly increase resonance absorption in thorium and
decrease the absorptions in fissile and construction materials. Thus, a signf-
icant amount fissile material will be needed to make the reactor critical.
Figure 5.6: Neutron flux energy spectrum in different core regions
normalized by unit lethargy for the initial fuel salt composition.
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Figure 5.7: Neutron flux energy spectrum in different core regions
normalized by unit lethargy for the equilibrium fuel salt composition.
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5.3 Neutron flux
Figure 5.8 shows the radial distribution of fast and thermal neutron flux for
both initial and equilibrium composition. The neutron flux has the same
shape for both compositions but the equilibrium case has a harder spectrum.
A significant spectral shift was observed for the central region of the core
(zone I) when for the outer region (zone II) it is negligible for fast but no-
table for thermal neutrons. This neutron flux radial distribution is in a good
agreement with original ORNL report [6]. Overall, spectrum hardening dur-
ing MSBR operation should be carefully studied for designing the reactivity
control system.
Figure 5.8: Radial neutron flux distribution for initial and equilibrium fuel
salt composition.
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5.4 Power and breeding distribution
Table 5.1 shows the power fraction in each zone for initial and equilibrium
fuel composition. Figure 5.9 demonstrates the normalized power distribution
of the MSBR quater core at both states. For both the initial and equilibrium
compositions, fission primarly occurs in the center of the core, namely zone I.
The spectral shift during reactor operation results in different power fractions
at startup and equilibrium, but most of the power is still generated in zone
I. Figure 5.10 shows the neutron capture reaction rate distribution for 232Th
normalized by the total neutron flux for initial and equilibrium states. The
distribution reflects the spatial distribution of 233Th production in the core.
The thorium-232 then β-decays to 233Pa which is the precursor for 233U pro-
duction. Accordingly, this characteristic represents the breeding distribution
in the MSBR core. Spectral shift does not cause significant changes in power
nor in breeding distribution. Even after 20 years of operation, most of the
power still is generated in zone I though the majority of 233Th is produced
in zone II, which is in a good agreement with original ORNL report [6].
Table 5.1: Power generation fraction in each zone for initial and equilibrium
state.
Core region Initial Equilibrium
Zone I 97.91% 98.12%
Zone II 2.09% 1.88%
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Figure 5.9: Normalized power density for initial (top) and equilibrium
(bottom) fuel salt composition.
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Figure 5.10: 232Th neutron capture reaction rate normalized by total flux
for initial (top) and equilibrium (bottom) fuel salt composition.
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5.5 Temperature coefficient of reactivity
Table 5.2 summarizes temperature effects on reactivity calculated in this
work for both initial and equilibrium fuel composition, and compared with
original ORNL report data [6]. Uncertainty for each temperature coefficient
also appears in Table 5.2. The main physical principle underlying the reactor
temperature feedback is an expansion of matterial that is heated. When the
fuel salt temperature increases, the density of the salt decreases, but at the
same time, the total volume of fuel salt in the core remains constant because
it is bounded by the graphite. When the graphite temperature increases,
the density of graphite decreases creating additional space for fuel salt. To
determine temperature coefficients, the cross section temperatures for fuel
and moderator were changed from 900K to 1000K. Three different cases
were considered:
1. Temperature of fuel salt rising from 900K to 1000K.
2. Temperature of graphite rising from 900K to 1000K.
3. Whole reactor temperature rising from 900K to 1000K.
Table 5.2: Temperature coefficients of reactivity for initial and equilibrium
state.
Reactivity coeffi-
cient [pcm/K]
Initial Equilibrium Reference [6]
Fuel salt −3.22± 0.044 −1.53± 0.046 −3.22
Moderator +1.61± 0.044 +0.97± 0.046 +2.35
Total −3.1± 0.04 −0.97± 0.046 −0.87
In the first case, changes in the fuel temperature only impact fuel density.
In this case, the geometry is unchanged because the fuel is a liquid. However,
when the moderator heats up, both the density and the geometry change due
to thermal expansion of the solid graphite blocks and reflector. Accordingly,
the new graphite density was calculated using a linear temperature expansion
coefficient of 1.3×10−61/K [6]. A new geometry input was created based on
this information.
The fuel temperature coefficient (FTC) is negative for both initial and
equilibrium fuel compositon due to thermal Doppler broadening of the reso-
nance capture cross sections in the thorium and is in a good agreement with
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earlier research [6, 7]. The moderator temperature coefficient (MTC) is pos-
itive for startup composition and decreases during reactor operation because
of spectrum hardening with fuel depletion. Finally, the total temperature co-
efficient of reactivity is negative for both cases, but decreases during reactor
operation due to spectral shift. In summary, even after 20 years of operation
the total temperature coefficient of reactivity is relatively large and negative
during reactor operation, despite positive MTC, and affords excellent reactor
stability and control.
5.6 Reactivity control system rod worth
Table 5.3 summarizes the reactivity control system worth. During normal
operation the control (graphite) rods are fully inserted, and the safety (B4C)
rods are fully withdrawn. To insert negative reactivity into the core, the
graphite rods are gradually withdrawn from the core. In an accident, the
safety rods would fall down into the core. The integral rod worths were cal-
culated for various positions to separately estimate control (graphite) rod,
safety (B4C) rod, and the whole reactivity control system worth. Control rod
integral worth is approximately 28 cents and stays almost constant during
reactor operation. The safety rod integral worth decreases by 16.2% during
20 years of operation because of neutron spectrum hardening and absorber
accumulation in proximity to reactivity control system rods. This 16% de-
cline in control system worth should be taken into account in MSBR accident
analysis and safety justification.
Table 5.3: Control system rod worth for initial and equilibrium fuel
composition.
Reactivity parameter Initial Equilibrium
Control (graphite) rod integral worth (cents) 28.2± 0.8 29.0± 0.8
Safety (B4C) rod integral worth (cents) 251.8± 0.8 211.0± 0.8
Total reactivity control system worth (cents) 505.8± 0.7 424.9± 0.8
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5.7 Six Factor Analysis
The effective multiplication factor could be expressed using formula:
keff = kinfPfPt
= ηpfPfPt
Table 5.4: Six factors for the full-core MSBR model for initial and
equilibrium fuel composition.
Factors Initial Equilibrium
Neutron reproduction factor (η) 1.3960± .000052 1.3778± .00005
Thermal utilization factor (f) 0.9670± .000011 0.9706± .00001
Resonance escape probability (p) 0.6044± .000039 0.5761± .00004
Fast fission factor () 1.3421± .000040 1.3609± .00004
Fast non-leakage probability (Pf ) 0.9999± .000004 0.9999± .000004
Thermal non-leakage probability
(Pt)
0.9894± .000005 0.9912± .00005
Table 5.4 summarizes the six factors for both initial and equilibrium fuel
salt composition. The non-leakage probability for both fast and thermal neu-
trons does not change during reactor operation because these values are not
largely affected by the neutron spectrum shift. In contrast, neutron repro-
duction factor (η), resonance escape probability (p), and fast fission factor
() are considerably different between startup and equilibrium. As indicated
in Figure 5.5 the neutron spectrum is softer for the initial state. Neutron
spectrum hardening causes the fast fission to increase throught the core life-
time. The opposite is true for the resonance escape probability. Finally,
the neutron reproduction factor decreases during reactor operation due to
accumulation of fissile plutonium isotopes.
5.8 Thorium refill rate
As was mentioned in Chapter 4, the only external feed material flow for this
MSBR reprocessing scheme is 232Th. Figure 5.11 shows the 232Th feed rate
calculated for 20 years of reactor operation. Figure 5.12 shows the large
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spikes up to 36 kg/day in a thorium consumption every 3435 days. This
is required due to batch-wise removal of strong absorbers (Rb, Sr, Cs, Ba).
The corresponding effective multiplication factor increase (Figure 5.1) and
breeding intensification leads to additional 232Th consumption. As indicated
in Figure 5.11, the average thorium feed rate increases during the first 500
days of operation and than steadily decreases due to spectrum hardening
and accumulation of absorbers in the core. As a result, the average 232Th
feed rate over 20 years of operation is about 2.39 kg/day. This results is
in a good agreement with a recent online reprocessing study by ORNL [54]
which reported thorium-232 refill rate for single-cell online reprocessing of
2.45 kg/day.
Figure 5.11: 232Th feed rate over 20 years of MSBR operation.
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Figure 5.12: Typical 232Th feed rate spike caused by strong absorbers (Rb,
Sr, Cs, Ba) removal.
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6CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis introduces the open source MSR simulation code SaltProc. The
SaltProc modeling and simulation tool expands the capability of a continuous-
energy Monte Carlo Burnup calculation code SERPENT 2 for analyzing
liquid-fueled MSR operation [9]. Benefits of SaltProc include generic ge-
ometry modeling, multi-flow capabilities, time-dependent feed and removal
rates, and the ability to specify removal efficiency. The main goal has been to
demonstrate the ability of this tool to find equilibrium fuel salt composition
(when the number densities of major isotopes vary less than 1% over several
years). A secondary goal has been to compare predicted operational and
safety parameters (e.g., neutron energy spectrum, power and breeding distri-
bution, temperature coefficients of reactivity) of the MSBR at startup and
equilibrium state. A tertiary goal has been to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the breeding blanket in this design.
Toward these goals, a full-core high-fidelity benchmark model of the MSBR
was implemented in SERPENT 2. The purpose of the full-core model instead
of simplified single-cell model [11, 54] was to precisely describe the two-region
MSBR concept design sufficiently to accurately represent breeding in the
“blanket” (outer core zone). When running depletion calculations, the most
important fission products and 233Pa are removed and fertile/fissile materials
are added to fuel salt every 3 days, while the removal interval for the rare
earths, volatile fluorides and seminoble metals removal interval was more
than month.
The results of this study indicate that the effective multiplication factor
slowly decreases from 1.075 and reaches 1.02 at equilibrium after approxi-
mately 6 years of operation. At the same time, concentration of 233U, 232Th,
233Pa, 232Pa stabilizes after approximately 2500 days of operation. Particu-
larly, 233U number density fluctuates less than 0.8% from 16 to 20 years of
operation. Consequently, the core reaches the quasi-equilibrium state after
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16 years of operation. On the other hand, a wide diversity of nuclides, in-
cluding fissile isotopes (e.g. 233U, 239Pu) and non-fissile strong absorbers (e.g.
234U), keep accumulating in the core. The results in this thesis show that a
true equilibrium composition cannot exist but the balance between negative
effects of strong absorber accumulation and new fissile material production
can be achieved to keep the reactor critical.
Another finding to emerge from the analysis of initial and equilibrium
isotopic composition is that the neutron energy spectrum is harder for the
equilibrium state because significant amount of heavy fission products were
accumulated in the MSBR core. Moreover, the neutron energy spectrum in
the central core region is much softer than in the outer core region due to
lower moderator-to-fuel ratio in the outer zone, and this distribution remains
stable during reactor operation. Finally, the epithermal and thermal spec-
trum is needed to effectively breed 233U from 232Th because radiative capture
cross section of thorium-232 monotonically decreases from 10−10 MeV to 10−5
MeV. A harder spectrum in the outer core region tends to significantly in-
crease resonance absorption in thorium and decrease the absorptions in fissile
and structural materials.
The spatial power distribution in the MSBR shows that 98% of the fission
power is generated in central zone I, and neutron energy spectral shift did
not cause any notable changes in a power distribution. The neutron capture
reaction rate spatial distribution for fertile 232Th, corresponding to breeding
in the core, confirms that most of the breeding occurs in an outer, undermod-
erated, region of the MSBR core. Moreover, the calculated thorium-232 feed
rate gradually decreases from about 2.7 kg/day at the beginning of operation
to 2.4 kg/day at the end of the 20-year timeframe increases and decreases
related in the batch-wise nature of the simulation. Finally, the average 232Th
refill rate throughout 20 years of operation is approximately 2.39 kg/day
or 100 g/GWhe which is in a good agreement with the most recent online
reprocessing analysis by ORNL [54].
Comparisons of the safety parameters were made for the initial fuel loading
and equilibrium compositions with the SERPENT 2 Monte Carlo code. It
is noted that neutron energy spectrum hardening over the fuel depletion
and this spectral shift causes changes in the reactor behavior. The total
temperature coefficient is large and negative at startup and equilibrium but
the magnitude decreases throughout reactor operation from −3.10 to −0.94
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pcm/K. The moderator temperature coefficient is positive and also decreases
during fuel depletion. From reactivity control system efficiency analysis, the
safety rod integral worth decreases by approximately 16.2% over 20 years
of operation, while graphite rod integral worth remains constant. Summing
up, neutron energy spectrum hardening during fuel salt depletion has an
undesirable impact on MSBR stability and controllability, and should be
taken into consideration in further analysis of accident transient scenarios.
6.1 Future work
Continued research into SaltProc-SERPENT and related topics could progress
in a number of different directions. First and foremost, efforts should be made
to enable optimization of reprocessing parameters (e.g. time step, feeding
rate, protactinium removal rate) to achieve the best fuel utilization, breed-
ing ratio or safety characteristics. This might be performed with a parame-
ter sweeping outer loop which would change an input parameter by a small
increment, run the simulation and analyze output to determine optimal con-
figuration. Furthermore, the existing RAVEN optimization framework might
be employed for this optimization study [77].
Only the batch-wise online reprocessing approach has been treated in
this thesis. However, the SERPENT 2 Monte Carlo code was recently
extended for continuous online fuel reprocessing simulation [45]. This ex-
tension must be verified against existing SaltProc/SERPENT or ChemTri-
ton/SCALE packages, and could be employed for immediate removal of fis-
sion product gases (e.g., Xe, Kr) which have a strong negative impact on
core lifetime and breeding efficiency. Finally, using the built-in SERPENT
2 Monte Carlo code online reprocessing & refueling material burnup routine
would significantly speed up computer-intensive full-core depletion simula-
tions.
Lastly, an additional area to explore is the accident safety analysis which
requires development a multi-physics model of the MSBR with the cou-
pled neutronics/thermal-hydraulics code, Moltres [65]. The existing full-core
SERPENT 2 model and equilibrium fuel material composition would be em-
ployed to generate problem-oriented nuclear data libraries for further usage
in accident transient analysis. The final goal of this effort is to develop a
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fast-running computational model which could study the dynamic behavior
of generic MSRs, performing detailed safety analysis and design optimization
for a variety of reactor concepts.
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